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1. Introduction

Tagdal is a Northern Songhay language spoken in northern and central modern-day Niger. There 
are a total of three Northern Songhay languages (including Tagdal) in Niger and Eastern Mali, and 
another in southern Algeria: Tagdal and Tadaksahak are spoken by two semi-nomadic Tuareg-Berber 
tribes (of North African origin), called the Igdalan and the Idaksahak, respectively. Tasawaq, the third 
Northern Songhay language, is spoken by a sedentary people called the Isawaghan (sometimes called 
Ingal koyyu—literally, ‘the masters of Ingal’) in two villages of northern Niger: Ingal and Teggida-n-
Tesumt (Adamou 1979:53).

There is possibly another Northern Songhay language in Niger, Tabarog, spoken by a sedentary 
people called the Ibarogan. These are socially and economically linked to the Igdalan, though they 
retain their own ethnic identity. There is a question as to whether Tabarog should be considered a 
separate language or simply a variety of Tagdal. Rueck and Christiansen (1999), in their survey of 
Northern Songhay languages in Niger, found a high degree of intelligibility between Tagdal and 
Tabarog.1 They suggested that these two are likely varieties of the same language.  Therefore, for the 
purposes of this paper, Tabarog and Tagdal are considered the same language.2

1 Between 88 and 93 percent on Recorded Text Test mean scores.
2 In my personal contacts with Ibarogan in Niger, I have also found a high degree of intelligibility between Tagdal 
and Tabarog. The Ibarogan and Igdalan themselves consider their speech varieties simply “accents” of the same 
language.
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Yet another Northern Songhay language, Emghedeshie, was at one time the language of wider 
communication in the town of Agadez in northern Niger, but has been extinct since the early twentieth 
century (Hamani 1989:208). Besides the Northern Songhay languages spoken in Niger and Mali, there 
is Kora-n-ji (also spelled Korandje), a Northern Songhay language spoken in southwestern Algeria 
(Tilmatine 1991).

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that Tagdal is a mixed language, and to propose some 
possible scenarios which could have led to its genesis and development. Thomason (2001:197) defines 
mixed language as a language that “arises in a contact situation involving just two languages, where 
there is widespread bilingualism...and every component is easily traceable to a single source 
language.” In other words, in the case of mixed languages (in contrast with creoles and pidgins), 
bilingualism plays a greater role in language genesis than imperfect learning of a superstrate language.

1.1. Genetic affiliation

The characteristic that most marks Northern Songhay languages from better-known (southern) 
Songhay languages is heavy Berber influence—either from an early version of modern day Tamajaq 
from Niger and Mali, or from some other extinct Berber language. This affects virtually every aspect 
of the languages. First, the phonologies of Northern Songhay languages are essentially Berber (Afro-
Asiatic) phonologies: “Tout se passe comme s’ils avaient abandonné le système…songhay pour ne 
garder que le système Tamacheq.” (Nicolaï 1979:266) Secondly, a large portion of the lexicon 
(depending on the domain) is of Berber origin. Finally, noun and verb morphology and other aspects of 
the grammar demonstrate the influence of Berber. In addition to Berber influence, SVO word order 
and the lack of tones in the nomadic languages (Tagdal and Tadaksahak) further serve to distinguish 
Northern Songhay languages from Southern Songhay languages (Nicolaï 1979:15). 

Due to the particular language mixtures involved, Northern Songhay languages resemble each 
other more than they resemble other Songhay, or Berber, languages.  However, they differ in their 
degree of Berber influence and in their degree of similarity to Southern Songhay languages. 
Proportionally, Tadaksahak has the most Berber influence and the least similarity to Songhay.3

Tasawaq most resembles Southern Songhay languages (including tone), and Tagdal is in the middle of 
the two extremes.

The following figure, adapted from Nicolaï (1979:14), presents the Songhay language family. 

                                                                                                                    

1.2. The literature

The first Westerner to document the existence of Northern Songhay languages was the explorer 
Heinrich Barth, who wrote An outline chrestomathy of Emghedeshie, ‘The language of Agadez’ (in 

3 Tadaksahak has a 50% lexical similarity to Songhay in Mali (Liebrecht 1996).
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Kirk-Green:1972) in 1851, after his travels in the region of modern-day northern Niger. It was in this 
article that Barth noted the influence of Tamajaq (Berber) on Emghedeshie. However, no effort was 
made at the time to distinguish between the various varieties of Songhay. Subsequently, various 
researchers studied Songhay languages, especially their phonological inventories and tonal systems. 
Most notable among these were Prost (1956, 1966), Tersis (1972) and Heath (1999). It was LaCroix 
(1968) who first mentioned Northern Songhay languages in linguistic circles, calling them “langues 
mixtes,” due to the strong influence of both Songhay and Berber. Lacroix (1975) also raised the 
question of whether Tasawaq should actually be placed in the northern or southern Songhay branch, 
since this is the Northern Songhay language which maintains the most features of mainstream 
(southern) Songhay. Since then, Robert Nicolaï (1979, 1980, 1987a, 1987b, 1990a, 1990b, 2000, 2003) 
has done the bulk of the research into Northern Songhay languages.4

2. Linguistic evidence for two grammatical systems

As evidence that Tagdal’s origins are those of bilingualism, I will demonstrate that Tagdal has 
incorporated characteristics of two grammatical systems—Songhay and Berber. I will present the 
different ways in which Tagdal adjusts verbal valence (along with some corresponding grammatical 
constructions with the same functions), based on whether the verb in question is of Berber or Songhay 
origin.5

Most of the data used is the result of some 8 years of research among Tagdal speakers from 
various communities within Niger. Some speakers I came into contact with were from the Agadez 
region in northern Niger, at one time on the easternmost frontier of the Songhay empire, and the rest 
came from the Abalak/Tchin-Tabaredene region of central Niger. The remaining data was taken from 
other researchers who worked in both Tagdal and other related languages.

2.1. Inflectional morphology

Tagdal, along with its sister Northern Songhay language, Tadaksahak, is an agglutinative 
language, or in any case, much more so than Tasawaq and southern Songhay languages. This is most 
likely due to its Berber influence. In this section, I will present the three types of inflectional prefixes 
of Tagdal verbal morphology: the subject prefix and its pronominal system, negation, and tense-
aspect-mode (TAM). All of these are of Songhay origin, and are easily recognizable as Songhay by 
anyone who speaks a Songhay language. Compare, for example, with inflections in Songhay varieties 
from both Timbuktu and Gao, as described by Heath (1998, 1999).

2.1.1. The pronominal system of Tagdal

The following are the independent pronouns in Tagdal. Though these are not prefixes (therefore, 
not technically part of inflectional morphology), I present them in order to demonstrate, for those 
familiar with Songhay languages, that the pronominal system of Tagdal is indeed of Songhay, and not 
Berber, origin.

Singular Plural
First person y iri
Second person nin nji
Third person ng ingi

4 Nicolaï has concentrated much of his work on establishing a link between modern-day Songhay and an extinct, 
creolized Afro-Asiatic language that possibly existed in the region of modern-day Mali sometime in the past. 
Regardless of what one thinks of this theory (see Dimmendaal 1992, 1995), Nicolaï has certainly been a major 
player in Songhay historical linguistics over the past thirty years.
5 Some verbs in Tagdal are of Arabic origin. Many of these verbs also exist as Tamajaq (Berber) verbs of Arabic 
origin, in which case they are treated as Berber verbs.
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The following are the subject prefixes. These are clitics, attached to the verb.

Singular Plural
First person - iri-
Second person n / ni-6 nji-
Third person - i-

2.1.2. Negation in Tagdal

Tagdal has two prefixes for negation. The negative prefix n - functions as a perfective negation, 
and is the default choice for negation, especially in spoken discourse. It indicates something which did 
not occur in the past, or in the case of stative verbs (especially in spoken discourse), something which 
is not true or is not the case, as in the following examples.

(1) a. n koy.
-   n -   koy

1s     NEG  go
‘I did not go.’

b. n kimm - . 
-  n -      kimm -  

1s   NEG    find       3s
‘I did not find it.’

c. n y rd . 
- n -     y rd

1s   NEG   agree
‘I disagree.’

d. y, n i m nok l! 
y  - n -       i   m nok l

1s     1s  NEG    be   chief / king / boss
‘I (emphatic) am NOT the boss/king/chief!’

The other negation prefix is s -. This indicates a negation in the present, future or in irrealis, as in 
the following examples:

(2) a. s bkoy. 
-  s -    b-    koy

1s  NEG  IMP go
‘I wasn’t going.’ / ‘I don’t (habitually) go.’

b. Nims tk l- . 
ni-  m-   s -       tk l-  
2s   SBJ  NEG    lift      3s
‘You shouldn’t pick it up.’

c. s b w  h o! 
-   s -   b-      w   h       o

1s    NEG IMP  eat     thing    DEM
‘I don’t eat that (habitually).’

6 The prefix n- is an allom
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2.1.3. TAM in Tagdal

Tagdal has three prefixes which serve as its TAM system, and the absence of a prefix, which 
serves as a completive aspect or, in stative verbs, a present-tense state of being.7

(3) a. koy. 
- koy

1s  go
‘I went.’

b. zumbu. 
-  zumbu

1s    go down
‘I came down’

c. yitk l- . 
-   tk l-     

1s      lift        3s
‘I lifted him/her/it.’

d. yi z.     
-   z

1s   tired
‘I am tired.’

e. Ahoss y!  
-   hoss y

3s   beautiful
‘She is beautiful!’

The prefix t - functions as the future tense8 in Tagdal, as in the following examples.

(4) a. t koy. 
-  t -     koy

1s    FUT  go
‘I will go.’

b. t zumbu.
-  t -    zumbu

1s   FUT  go down
‘I will come down.’

c. t kimm - . 
- t -    kimm -      

1s  FUT  find             3s
‘I will find it.’

7 Some researchers (e.g. Christiansen and Christiansen n.d.) have propose a ‘zero-morpheme’ for the completive 
aspect in Songhay.
8 In most narrative discourse in Tagdal, the future t - and the modal m- (see below) occur most often in 
subordinate clauses. This is similar to the way in which the future tense and modal function in Berber languages.
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The prefix m- functions as the subjunctive (SBJ, for the purposes of this article) in Tagdal, as in 
the following examples.

(5) a. mkoy. 
- m-   koy

1s   SBJ  go
‘I should go.’

b. mzumbu.
- m-     zumbu

1s   SBJ    go down
‘I should come down.’

c. Amhurru w yen n kib y!
-  m-  hurru     w y-      en     n       kib y

3s SBJ  search    woman   PL    GEN  find
‘She should look for the (place where the) women are gathered!’

Finally, the prefix b-, the imperfective or incompletive aspect, functions to indicate habitual 
actions; actions that were occurring in the past, which may or may not be occurring in the present; and, 
in non-stative verbs, actions that are occurring presently.

(6) a. J ji kullu, bkoy y bu. 
j ji kullu -   b-   koy  y bu
day   all     1s      IMP go    market
‘I go to the market everyday.’

b. Gi y, bzumbu!            
gi     y -   b-   zumbu
let go  1s 1s     IMP descend
‘Leave me alone, I’m coming down!’

c. Alw q o, iribd  l kol.     
lw q     o     iri- b-    d  l kol

moment    DEM  1p  IMP  do school
‘At that time, we used to go to school.’

Now, I will discuss the derivational sub-system in Tagdal.

2.2. Derivational morphology

The derivational morphological system in Tagdal comprises principally three sets of valence-
changing prefixes: the causative prefix, the passive prefix and the reciprocal prefix. All of these are of 
Berber origin, and can be attached only to verb roots of Berber origin.9 In this section, I will describe 
the prefixes mentioned above, as well as a number of syntactic constructions with the same functions 
as the passive and reciprocal prefixes.

9 Compare, for example, with the derivations below with Berber derivations from Tamajaq spoken in neighboring 
Burkina Faso, in Sudlow (2001).
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2.2.1. Causatives
2.2.1.1. Morphological causativization

Adding the causative prefix s - to a verb root of Berber origin is a productive process in Tagdal. 
The causative prefix before the verb root indicates that the subject is either causing the action of the 
verb, or is making someone else perform the action, as in the following examples.

verb root causative verb

nf r ‘move aside’ s nf r ‘push aside, shove’
rk b ‘pull’ s rk b ‘cause pull’
tk l ‘take, lift’ s tk l ‘cause to be taken, lifted’
nt g ‘push’ s nt g ‘cause to push’
dru ‘work together’ s dru ‘cause to work together’
kb l ‘hold up’ s kb l ‘cause to hold up’
zri ‘replace’ z zri ‘cause replace’

k ‘doubt’ k ‘cause doubt’
lk m ‘follow’ s lk m ‘cause follow’

As in Tamajaq (Berber), the causative prefix is attached to the verb root, forming a causative verb. 
Tagdal then adds inflectional affixes of Songhay origin to the stem, in order to form a clause or 
sentence. The verbs in both their causativized and non-causativized forms are perfectly recognizable as 
Tamajaq verbs, unchanged from their Berber counterparts.

2.2.1.2. Causativization through suppletion

Another very common process for forming causatives in Tagdal is that of suppletion. The 
causative morpheme s - cannot be affixed to verb roots of Songhay origin. Therefore, in order to 
derive causative verbs from verbs of Songhay origin, a causativized verb of Berber origin suppletes 
any verb of Songhay origin.10 The example below illustrates this process. The non-causative Songhay 
verb meaning ‘fear’ (h mb r ) is replaced by its causative correlate of Berber origin (s rm ).

Non-causativized verb root
(7) bhh mb r ljinnien.

-    b-    hh mb r      ljinni-  en
1s      IMP  fear                  genie      PL
‘I am afraid of genies.’

Causativized Berber verb
(8) Aljinnien iss rm y.

ljinni-  en    i-      ss -     rm       y
genie      PL   3p      CAUS  fear             1s
‘Genies scare me.’

Since a preponderance of basic verbs in Tagdal are of Songhay origin, suppletion is a very 
productive strategy for deriving causative verbs, as illustrated in the examples below.

10 Christiansen and Christiansen (2002) attest to this process in Tadaksahak, the other nomadic Northern Songhay 
language.
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verb root of Songhay origin causative form

koy ‘go’ s glu ‘cause to go’
jin ‘grab’ s tk l ‘cause to grab’
zuuru ‘run’ s w q s ‘cause to run’ (lit. ‘cause to flee’)
nin ‘drink’ w 11 ‘give (someone) a drink’
dumbu ‘slaughter (animal)’ z gz m12 ‘get (someone else) to slaughter (an animal)’
h ng  ‘hear’ s d rg n ‘listen’
h mb r  ‘be afraid’ s rm  ‘scare’

For obvious functional reasons, the Berber verbs which replace Songhay verbs in suppletion do 
not exist in their non-causativized form. For example, the Tamajaq (Berber) verb w  ‘drink’ does 
not exist in Tagdal, because the verb ‘drink’ in Tagdal is the Songhay verb nin. Similarly, the Tamajaq 
verb glu ‘go’ is not a verb in Tagdal; rather, the Tagdal verb is koy. In other words, in the case of 
suppletion, the causativized Berber verb entered into the language already lexicalized.

Unlike Tasawaq (see Ousseina 1988:50-51), Tagdal does not normally have any causative forms 
of Songhay origin. However, I was able to find one exception. The Songhay verb k n ‘fall’, when 
causativized is k nd  ‘cause to fall’ (derived from the Songhay k n nd  ‘make fall’), not the Berber 
causativized verb s gg d l ‘cause to fall’. There is a good explanation for this, as s gg d l in Tagdal 
does not mean ‘cause to fall’; rather, it means ‘limp’. Nevertheless, this single exception does bring up
some very interesting questions concerning the genesis of Tagdal.

Therefore, the normal process of causativization in Tagdal goes as follows: if the verb root is
of Berber origin, the causative prefix s - is added in order to form a causativized verb. If the verb is of 
Songhay origin, the default strategy is to supplete the Songhay verb root with one of Berber origin, 
already causativized.

2.2.2. Passives

Tagdal uses a morphological passive prefix of Berber origin, and related suppletive forms, to form 
passive constructions. In this respect passive verbs in Tagdal are derived from active verbs in much the 
same way as causative verbs. 

Unlike causative constructions, there is no distinctly Songhay passive construction. However, as 
in Songhay languages, Tagdal uses a syntactic construction, which may be used to promote or place 
focus on the semantic patient or undergoer (direct object).

2.2.2.1. Morphological passives

The passive voice in Tagdal is marked by the prefix tuw- attached to a verb of Berber origin.

active passive 

nf r ‘move aside’ tuw nf r ‘moved aside’
rk b ‘pull’ tuw rk b ‘pulled’
tk l ‘take, lift’ tuw tk l ‘taken, lifted’

2.2.2.2. Suppletion

The passive prefix tuw- cannot be affixed to Songhay verbs. To derive a passive verb from an 
active verb of Songhay origin, the Berber verb suppletes one of Songhay origin.

11 - and z - are allomorphs of s -.
12 Ibid.
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Songhay active voice Berber passive voice

bb y- .
-      b-    b y-    

1s        IMP  know   3s
‘I know it.’

Abtuw s n.                
-      b-     tuw s n

3s       IMP  known
‘It is known.’

Anin hi.            
-   nin        hi

3s   drink      tea
‘He drank the tea.’

A hi tuw uw   
hi    tuw-   uw

tea         PASS  drink
‘The tea was drunk.’

Ajin tur g t.          
-  jin    tur g t

3s take  contract
‘He took the contract’

Tur g t tuw tk l. 
tur g t  - tuw-    tk l
contract 3s PASS   take
‘The contract was taken.’

The Berber verbs which supplete Songhay verbs in Tagdal are lexicalized and do not exist in their 
active Berber forms.  For example, the Berber verb s n ‘know’ does not exist in Tagdal (without 
derivational prefixes attached). Instead, the Songhay verb b y is used.

2.2.2.3. Functional inverse constructions

Sometimes, rather than employing passive prefixes to change voice, Tagdal uses a change in basic 
constituent word order to downplay the centrality of the agent and bring the patient into focus.13 While 
technically the number of arguments is not changed, it functions in much the same way as a passive 
construction.

In simple Tagdal transitive clauses, SVO is the default word order. When utilizing an inverse 
construction, in order to bring the patient into focus, the complement precedes the subject, as in the 
following example.

simple transitive clause object focus clause

Illi s b w  t su.
Illi s  -     b-      w t su
Illias   3s    IMP    eat     sauce
‘Illias is eating the food.’

T su Illi s b w .
t su  Illi s -     b-      w
sauce Illias  3s     IMP   eat
‘The food is being eaten by Illias.’

2.2.3. Reciprocal constructions

Tagdal uses both analytic and morphological constructions in order to form reciprocals. 
Morphological reciprocals insert the Berber prefix n m- before verbs of Berber origin. Tagdal also has 
two syntactic constructions with the same function as the reciprocal prefix—a calque which copies 
Berber syntax (with Songhay vocabulary) and another of Songhay origin.

2.2.3.1. Morphological reciprocals

N m- functions as a reciprocal prefix which affixes onto verbs of Berber origin.

(9) a. H n en in m rk b jif .       
h n i-  en  i-   n m-   rk b   jif
dogs     PL 3p  RECP  pull     carcass
‘The dogs pulled at the carcass.’

13 This construction is of Songhay origin.
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b. B r r n onen ibn m n .      
b r r-   n o-    en   i-   b-    n m-   n
child     PL DEM   PL   3p   IMP RECP murder
‘Those boys are fighting among themselves.’

c. Irin m s sl m.
iri-  n m-      s sl m
1p    REFL      greet
‘We greeted each other.’

2.2.3.2. Analytical reciprocals

Tagdal forms analytical reciprocals with the reciprocal pronoun c ren, and with the syntactic 
construction n g  k n. Both constructions can be used with either Songhay or Berber verbs. I will treat 
each construction separately.

caren

The reciprocal pronoun c ren comes from the plural noun c ren, meaning ‘friends’ (singular, 
c r y).14 When c ren immediately follows a verb it indicates a reciprocal relationship, as in the 
examples below. This syntactic construction is of Songhay origin.

(10) a. Aren ibs sl m cc ren.               
ro- en     i-        b-      s sl m   c ren

man  pl     3p        IMP   greet      RECP-PRN
‘The men are greeting each other.’

b. Ifur tonjen cc ren.                     
i-     fur      tonji-  en  c ren
3p  throw   rock    PL RECP-PRN
‘They threw rocks at each other.’

c. Is q r t cc ren.                         
i-       s q r t       c ren
3p       scream       RECP-PRN
‘They screamed at each other.’

n ga kan

Another reciprocal construction uses a possessive locative phrase below.

(11) n      g                           k n
GEN POSTPOSITION (on) POSTPOSITION (at)

This is most likely a calque, taken from the Tamajaq construction g r y + PRON.15 In Tagdal, the 
Songhay postposition k n is a locative phrase marker and indicates most generally ‘at’. The 
postposition g  is more specific and indicates that something is ‘against’ or ‘on’ something. This 
construction forms an expression which could be roughly translated as ‘among’. However, in many 

14 C ren [t n] is the pronunciation utilized in the Aïr (northernmost) dialect group of Tagdal. In the Azawagh 
(southernmost) dialect group, it would be arayen [ ej n]. For the purposes of this article, I have chosen the Aïr 
pronunciation.
15 The preposition g r y in Tagdal means ‘in the middle’, whereas in Tamajaq in means ‘inside’ or ‘among’.
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cases, both constructions—those with n g  k n, and those with c ren—may used interchangeably. 
Whether the meaning is exactly identical requires more research.

(12) a. Irih rhor irinn g  k n .                  
iri-   h rhor      iri-      n      g       k n
1p     play           1p        GEN POST POST
‘We played among ourselves.’

b. Izoq inn g  k n.                         
i-    zoq     i-      n       g        k n
3p  hit        3p     GEN   POST  POST
‘They fought among themselves.’

c. Is q r t inn g  k n.                       
i-   s q r t      i-       n         g       k n
3p scream      3p      GEN     POST POST
‘They screamed at each other.’

d. Is sl m inn g  k n.                        
i-    s sl m    i-       n           g      k n
3p   greet       3p      GEN       POST POST
‘They greeted each other.’

Therefore, Tagdal has three ways to express reciprocal relationships. One is morphological, and 
involves affixing the Berber reciprocal prefix n m- to a verb stem of Berber origin. Similar to the case 
of causative and passive, if the verb in question is of Songhay origin, then the reciprocalized verb of 
Berber origin may supplete that of Songhay origin.16 If the verb in question is already of Berber origin, 
n m- is simply affixed onto the verb root. In addition, Tagdal has two syntactic constructions with the 
same basic function as the morphological reciprocal—one of Berber origin, and another of Songhay 
origin.

3. Interpretation of the data 

Before going any further, I must insert a caveat. In the absence of written records from the region 
of modern-day northern Niger and eastern Mali, especially between the 15th to the 17th centuries, it is 
impossible to know with complete certainty what led to the genesis of Tagdal. Nor is it possible to 
know with certainty what motivated certain Berber tribes to adopt the Songhay language (or at least 
not to maintain their former Berber language). We also do not know with exactitude what relations 
existed between the various Berber communities (which, just like now, were anything but united). 
Because of this, we can make some informed deductions, but no definitive conclusions.

Several observations, however, can be made. First, it is fairly clear from the linguistic evidence 
that Tagdal is not the result of regular language transmission (at least not at first, during its initial 
formative period); rather, it is the result of contact between speakers of two very different languages. 
In the case of verb morphology, Tagdal’s inflectional sub-system is completely Songhay, while its 
derivational sub-system came from Berber. This would make Tagdal a good candidate for being 
identified as a contact language. Thomason and Kaufman (1997:3) define contact language as “a 
language that arises as a direct result of language contact and that comprises linguistic material which 
cannot be traced back primarily to a single source language.” If Tagdal is a contact language, then it 
could be placed more or less in the same category as creoles and pidgins, though, as we will see, 
Tagdal has a very different genesis from that of creoles and pidgins.

16 In the case of reflexive constructions, suppletion is possible, though relatively rare. It is more common to utilize 
syntactic constructions with verbs of Songhay origin.
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The second fairly safe statement that we can make is that, despite being a contact language, 
Tagdal is not a creole or pidgin, for various reasons. First, Tagdal is a mother tongue, so it is not a 
pidgin. Second, it has a heavy, well-developed system of inflectional affixation. Third, derivational 
affixation tends to be fairly semantically regular (though, of course, like all derivations, one will run 
into an occasional surprise).17 Furthermore, Tagdal does not seem to demonstrate any of the distortions 
one would expect to find in a situation where imperfect learning of a superstrate language played a 
role.18 Quite the opposite, the grammatical subsystems of both Songhay and Berber are quite intact and 
recognizable to anyone who knows either a Songhay or a Berber language.19 So we need to search 
elsewhere for the genesis of a language such as Tagdal.

The third fairly safe statement that we can make is that the data demonstrate that the Igdalan’s 
ancestors must have been bilingual (or diglossic) in both their original Berber language and in 
Songhay.20 One of the most common results in mixed languages, where bilingualism played a role, is 
entire easily recognizable portions of one language placed with entire, easily recognizable, portions of 
the other (Thomason 2001:204-205), as we see in Tagdal. If this was a case of bilingualism, then 
extensive bilingualism led to code-switching.21 Over time, code-switching (probably the primary 
mechanism of language intertwining, at least in this case), likely fueled by speaker attitudes, 
eventually became encoded as part of a new language.

Further, the data point to an abrupt genesis, rather than a gradual development, of Tagdal.22 Mous 
(2003), Bakker and Mous (1994) and Thomason (2001) point to other mixed languages in which 
bilingualism played a role. They indicate two types of geneses for mixed languages: first that of 
(usually minority) groups who refuse to assimilate culturally or linguistically (for example, Kormakati 
Arabic, Anglo-Romani and Ma’á). In such cases, the groups in question have held out for sometimes 
hundreds of years, 23 and have maintained their cultural identity. In other words, all of the above are 
cases of intended language maintenance. In such cases, the most common result is mixing throughout 
the various subsystems.

On the other hand, in the case of languages which arose due to abrupt genesis, the language 
normally symbolizes a new ethnic group or subgroup (Thomason 2001:205). These languages tend to 
have divided subsystems (in the case of Tagdal, the inflectional sub-system of Songhay origin, and the 
derivational sub-system of Berber origin). As Thomason (2001:206) states:

[W]hereas the mixed languages of persistent ethnic groups are massively affected 
throughout all their subsystems… the mixed languages that arise as symbols of new ethnic 
groups have compartmentalized sets of structures… noun phrases vs. verb phrases (and 
sentential syntax) in Michif, finite verb morphology vs. everything else in Mednyj Aleut, 
and lexicon vs. grammar in Media Lengua. Although the particular mix…is unpredictable, 
it can at least be predicted safely that the language will not reflect pervasive interference 
throughout the language’s systems.

17 For a fuller discussion of the prototypical features of creole languages, see Bickerton (1981), and especially 
McWhorter (1998).
18 There is some disagreement (see Mufwene 2001, Chaudenson 1979) as to whether creole languages are actually 
the result imperfect learning of a superstrate language, or instead slightly reduced versions of their lexifier 
languages. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
19 My Tamajaq-speaking friends from Songhay-speaking areas find it very amusing to hear perfectly good 
Tamajaq verbs with Songhay inflectional morphology. A Tuareg friend once asked me: ‘How can you work with 
this language without laughing after every sentence?’
20 It is reasonable that the ethnically Berber Igdalan (as well as the Idaksahak of Mali) would have spoken a 
Berber language prior to speaking a Northern Songhay language, especially since their ancestors predated the 
Songhay Empire in the region by several hundred years.
21 By code-switching, I am using the definition in Myers-Scotton (1993a&b), which includes the phenomenon 
often referred to as code-mixing.
22 Nicolaï (2003) also suggests an abrupt genesis for all Northern Songhay languages – something which needs to 
be verified with respect to the sedentary varieties, Tasawaq and Kora-n-ji.
23 It should be noted that there is some theoretical disagreement (see Thomason 1997, Mous 2001) concerning the 
genesis of Ma’á – essentially, whether Ma’á is the result of gradual bantuization of a Cushitic language, or 
whether Cushitic vocabulary was reinserted into Ma’á after a language shift had already taken place.
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In the case of Tagdal, the Berber inflectional subsystem was replaced with Songhay inflectional 
morphology. The abruptness of the change did not leave enough time for each subsystem to assimilate 
itself to the other’s structures, especially in such typologically different languages as Berber and 
Songhay. Therefore, the easiest thing to do was to utilize Berber vocabulary with Berber derivations, 
while maintaining Songhay inflectional morphology for most basic operations (i.e. continue the regular 
pattern of code-switching which existed before).

Unlike the mixed languages of persistent ethnic groups, in which the situation is one of intended 

language maintenance, I would like to make another proposal for the genesis of Tagdal: that of an 
intended language shift. A brief look into the history of the region (Adamou 1979, Hamani 1989) may 
shed some light on what motivation proto-Tagdal speakers could have had for shifting from Berber to 
Songhay (or at least for not maintaining their previous Berber language). The following can be verified 
historically: 1) the Igdalan and their sister Northern Songhay-speaking tribe, the Idaksahak, were 
among the first Berbers to migrate to sub-Saharan Africa, sometime between the 8th and 9th centuries 
(probably coming from modern-day Morocco and following the Niger River south and then, in the 
case of the Igdalan going east, along then-existing trade routes). 2) The Igdalan and Idaksahak were 
among the first tribes in the region to adopt Islam, and they were (and are still) known for their 
religious adherence.24 3) Many other Tuareg tribes arrived in the region of modern-day northern Niger 
between the 12th and the 17th centuries, mostly from the region of Cyrenicia in modern-day Libya. 4) 
Many of these Tuareg newcomers were not Muslims—they followed either traditional pre-Islamic 
religions or were Christian in background.25 5) In the late 1500s, the Songhay Empire conquered the 
region of modern-day northern Niger. 6) The 16th through the 19th centuries (especially after the fall 
of the Songhay Empire) saw internecine warfare between the various Berber tribes, and some of these 
wars took on jihadic overtones.

In this sort of environment, it is easy to imagine how a language such as Tagdal could have 
emerged. The ancestors of the Igdalan spoke a Berber language, but Berber languages were largely 
associated with many of the Igdalan’s enemies. Therefore, the ancestors of the Igdalan shifted to 
Songhay, a language which they already spoke well, and which they associated more with their 
religious affiliation. The new language served both the purpose of in-group vernacular, and that of a 
symbol of a new ethnic sub-group.

4. Conclusion

The data indicate a number of factors with respect to Tagdal. First, it is a contact language—with 
structures coming directly from two sources: Songhay and Berber. Second, the data demonstrate that 
the ancestors of the Igdalan were at one time bilingual (or diglossic) in both Songhay, which served as 
a language of wider communication in the region until recently, and their original Berber language. 
Further, the data demonstrate that the ancestors of the Igdalan at some point shifted to proto-Tagdal (or 
what eventually became proto-Tagdal), and that the change occurred quickly, most likely as a symbol 
of the differences between the Igdalan and other people around them. As historical sources 
demonstrate, the ancestors of modern-day Igdalan might have felt that they had ample reason for 
differentiating themselves from speakers of other Berber languages in the region.

This leaves a number of questions still open, all of which require more research, or are beyond the 
scope of this paper. First, did the other Northern Songhay languages (Tadaksahak also, but especially 
Tasawaq and Kora-n-ji, the sedentary NS languages) undergo the same process of genesis as Tagdal? 
Second, if Tagdal was the result of bilingualism and code-switching, then there were certain rules that 
governed the interactions between the two languages (see Myers-Scotton 1993a&b). What, then, were 
the various interactions between Berber and Songhay structures (e.g. which was the matrix language, 
which was the embedded language, where did islands of the embedded language occur, etc...)?

24 Even today, the Igdalan and Idaksahak are maraboutic tribes – that is, they function as religious experts for the 
people in their region.
25 According to a very widespread theory, the term ‘Tuareg’ (typically used to refer to all nomadic Berbers in 
West Africa) came from the Arabic tawarik ‘rejected’, because God rejected the Tuaregs due to their lax Islamic 
practices.
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The third question is more of a theoretical concern with respect to mixed languages as a whole. It 
is clear that mixed languages of persistent ethnic groups (those resisting assimilation) are the result of 
intended language maintenance, regardless of whether or not the intended language maintenance is 
indeed successful. However, in the case of a language such as Tagdal, the purpose seems to be quite 
the opposite—that of an intended language shift. What about other mixed languages that arose due to 
abrupt genesis? Does intended language shift apply in such cases? The fact that mixed languages 
which arose due to abrupt genesis typically serve as symbols of new ethnic groups or sub-groups may 
indicate that this is the case.

Finally, Tagdal’s viability for future generations needs to be verified. The existing data point to a 
prolonged period of very intense contact which, according to Nicolai (1990a), still continues today 
with the relexification of Berber vocabulary into Tagdal and other Northern Songhay languages. 
Contact between the Igdalan and Idaksahak with Tamajaq speakers continues and even intensifies 
(Rueck and Christiansen: 1999). At the same time, population pressures are driving Hausa speakers 
farther north, into areas once exclusively populated by nomads (Hamani: 1989). In the same way, 
persistent drought and competition over the few wells in the desert are driving many Igdalan to the city 
where they must speak Tamajaq and to a lesser extent Hausa in order to survive. Any future research 
and language development work in Northern Songhay languages must take this into account.
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